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“You can learn more about a person in an hour of play than in a year of conversation.” -Plato 
 
“Physical fitness is not only one of the most important keys to a healthy body, it is the basis of dynamic and creative                       
intellectual activity” -John F. Kennedy 
 
Philosophy 

According to the CDC, 70% of adult Americans (18 years and older) are overweight or obese and 35% are                   
obese. This is obviously a large problem. One likely reason for being overweight or obese would be lack of exercise                    
(along with excess or poor eating). After interviewing a large number of my sedentary friends and family, it is                   
obvious that a lot of people do not exercise on a regular basis for the simple reason that exercise does not seem fun                       
or enjoyable to them. They relate exercise with pain, discomfort, boredom, etc. If something isn't fun or enjoyable,                  
people tend not to do it. Upon further inquisition about their experiences with exercise, it has become clear to me                    
that a lot of people did not enjoy their physical education experiences. I have heard endless stories about playing                   
games/sports without knowing/being taught the rules (feeling unprepared and inadequate compared to their             
classmates who just "seemed to know"), running endless laps, getting pummeled with balls (dodgeball), and various                
stories of fear and embarrassment. I heard some positive stories, but the majority were stories that I would never                   
want to be associated with as a physical educator. The bottom line is that if kids don't have positive experiences in                     
Physical Education, especially during the elementary years, they will could potentially become adults who dislike               
physical activity and movement.  

As a Physical Educator, it is my goal to give each student enough skills, knowledge, and positive                 
experiences in class so that they have a healthy attitude toward physical activity, and choose/want to be active                  
throughout their lifespan. It is important to me that my students are exposed to as many skills and activities as                    
possible, challenged as well as experience success, learn the benefits and implications of being physically fit, learn                 
the social skills involved in sport and physical activity, and most of all, have fun!!  

Note on "traditional" vs. "non-traditional" activities and warmups: In order to attain my goals as an                
educator, I tend to lean toward toward non-traditional maximum participation activities and warm-ups. This is               
because most traditional activities do not lend themselves to maximum participation, or, at times, success for all                 
individuals. For example, baseball is a sport that some students have played since tee-ball outside of school . . . and                     
some have had no experience what so ever. First of all, I think it is important that every student is given the basic                       
knowledge and skills before any kind of game play happens (even if the majority of the students know how to play,                     
it doesn't hurt to review and it’s important to have everyone on the same page). As far as "traditional" baseball, it is                      
one of the most non-participatory activities that could be done in a physical education class setting. In a traditional                   
game, running around the bases takes at most 20-30 seconds . . . that is, if the student hits the ball well enough to get                         
on base. In a 45 minute class, each student might get up to bat once or twice, which would be 60 seconds of                       
participation at the most. If the student is playing outfield, he/she might get the ball once or twice (field it and throw                      
it in), which would be about 10 seconds of participation. So unless a student is the pitcher or catcher,the average                    
student would get about 70 seconds of participation in a 45 minute class. That is not much practice. There are many                     
ways, however, to practice baseball skills in a modified/non-traditional game situation that allows for a lot more                 
participation and success for a larger number of students in a class.  

I also find that non-traditional activities are a lot more fun and motivate students a lot more. For example,                   
for warm-up, I remember doing laps and jumping jacks every PE class when I was growing up. I might have been                     
interested early on, but after doing the same thing every class, year after year, I started going through the motions                    
and would barely be jogging my laps (I got bored and I got nothing out of running laps for warm-up). Eventually                     
running a lap became considered a chore. I would much rather have my students do a tag game or an activity that                      



has something to do with the lesson for the day. I find that students are more interested, more motivated, having                    
more fun, moving just as much (probably more), and getting a lot more out of it (educationally) than they ever                    
would the traditional warm-ups. 
 
The overall goal of the Physical Education program at Miquon is to develop physically educated individuals who                 
have the knowledge, skills, and confidence to make active living a way of life. Physical education is important in                   
educating the whole student. Not only does physical education directly contribute to physical competence and               
fitness, it helps students develop socially, emotionally, and cognitively.  
 
 
A Physically Educated Person 
The National Association for Sports and PE (NASPE) identifies a physically educated person as someone who: 

● HAS learned skills necessary to perform a variety of physical activities 
● IS physically fit 
● DOES participate regularly in physical activity 
● KNOWS the implications of and the benefits from involvement in physical activities 
● VALUES physical activity and its contribution to a healthful lifestyle in order to pursue a lifetime of                 

healthful physical activity.  
 

These are the Essential Questions used in planning the PE curriculum as they align with the National Standards in                   
Physical Education. 
 
Standard 1 
Demonstrates competency in motor skills and movement patterns needed to perform a variety of physical activities. 

● What are some ways I can move from one point to another?  
● What are some combinations of movement patterns I can use from one point to another? (skip, gallop, hop,                  

jump, run, walk, jog, march) 
● What are some ways I can move an object from one point to another? (throw, kick, strike, volley) 
● How can I combine movement with objects? 
● What are some skills I can perform combining movements with objects? (striking a volleyball, catching,               

kicking, shooting a basketball) 
● How can I use a combination of skills in a game situation? (running and dribbling) 
● What are different ways I can use equipment to participate in physical activities? 

 
Standard 2 
Demonstrates understanding of movement concepts, principles, strategies, and tactics as they apply to the learning               
and performance of physical activities. 

● What locomotor skills do I use in PE? 
● What are the differences between the patterns of locomotor skills? 
● What are the basic movement patterns used to perform a variety of motor skills? (throwing, striking,                

volleying, kicking, etc.) 
 

Standard 3  
Participates regularly in physical activity. 

● What are some physical activities I can participate in outside of school? 
● How does physical activity help me be healthy? 
● What physical activities do I participate in daily? 
● What are some physical activities I can participate in where I live? 



● How do I exhibit a physically active lifestyle outside of school? 
● How do I encourage others to participate in physical activities? 

 
Standard 4  
Achieves and maintains a health-enhancing level of physical fitness. 

● What happens to my heart rate when I participate in physical activities? 
● How does physical fitness keep me healthy? 
● How does physical fitness affect my life? 
● What are the benefits of maintaining an increased heart rate during physical activities? 
● What are the benefits of aerobic activity? 
● How do the Health-Related Physical Fitness Components affect my life? 

 
Standard 5 
Exhibits responsible personal and social behavior that respects self and others in physical activity settings. 

● Why is it important that I play fair with everyone? 
● Why is it important for me to respect my classmates? 
● Why is it important for me to be a good sport? 
● How can sportsmanship affect my participation? 
● What qualities does it take to be a good leader? 
● How can I be a responsible leader? 

 
Standard 6 
Values physical activity for health, enjoyment, challenge, self-expression, and/or social interaction.  

● What physical activities do I like to participate in? 
● What are some feelings I experience when I participate in physical activities? 
● What are some positive reasons I participate in physical activities? 
● What are some specific reasons I need to participate in physical activities?  

 
Nursery and Kindergarten 

We started the year off with cooperation and problem solving activities. In these activities, the group is                 
confronted with a specific scenario or problem to solve (an imaginary sinking ship to escape, a poisonous or toxic                   
swamp to cross, an electric fence to get over, or a minefield to get a blindfolded partner through safely). The focus                     
on these activities is to foster cooperation and encourage dialogue, the ability to listen to someone’s opinion that                  
may differ from yours, and to have fun at the same time!  

These activities helped me get to know the new students and helped all of us to get used to the new                     
groupings (since group dynamics change as students leave the groups as they get older and new students move into                   
the groups from lower grades). The activities, of course, also worked on collaboration, communication, cooperation,               
teamwork, and problem solving skills (since those skills are a necessity for the success of any physical activity,                  
game, or sport…at least any that involve more than one person).  

Nursery and Kindergarten PE is mainly focused on basic movement concepts, body awareness, basic              
individual eye-hand, eye-foot, and gross-motor coordination skills, and getting acquainted with different types of              
equipment. In Kindergarten PE, students get introduced to more partner skills and small group games and activities                 
(mostly modified and/or lead-up games, a lot of them made up).  
 
Body Awareness 

General space, personal space, boundaries, spatial awareness (where you are in relation to everything and               
everyone else), balancing objects on different body parts, shapes (wide, narrow, round, twisted), balancing on               
different objects, directions (forward, backward, and sideways), levels (high, medium, and low), and relationships              



(over, under, around, and through).  
 
Movement  

The importance of movement and locomotor skills (running, hopping, jumping, galloping, skipping, and             
sliding), pathways (straight, curved, and zig-zag), traveling across objects while maintaining balance (balance beam,              
plank, stepping stones, etc.), transfer of weight/rolling (log roll, egg roll, forward roll), jumping and landing, and                 
climbing. 
 
Eye-hand/Eye-foot Coordination 

Throwing overhand, throwing underhand, throwing at targets (stationary and moving), underhand ball            
rolling, underhand throwing, underhand throwing at targets, catching, catching with implements (cones upside             
down, homemade scoops, and jai-alai scoops), dribbling with hands, intro to shooting a basketball, intro to throwing                 
a Frisbee (using foam hoops), throwing with short-handled implements (cones and scoops), intro to throwing and                
catching with long-handled implements (mini-lacrosse sticks), kicking a stationary ball (inside of the foot and               
instep/laces), kicking a moving ball (rolling toward), hoop skills/“tricks” (hula hoops), and striking/volleying             
without an implement (hands). 
 
First and Second Grade 

We started the year off with cooperation and problem solving activities. In these activities, the group is                 
confronted with a specific scenario or problem to solve (an imaginary sinking ship to escape, a poisonous or toxic                   
swamp to cross, an electric fence to get over, or a minefield to get a blindfolded partner through safely). The focus                     
on these activities is to foster cooperation and encourage dialogue, the ability to listen to someone’s opinion that                  
may differ from yours, and to have fun at the same time!  

These activities helped me get to know the new students and helped all of us to get used to the new                     
groupings (since group dynamics change as students leave the groups as they get older and new students move into                   
the groups from lower grades). The activities, of course, also worked on collaboration, communication, cooperation,               
teamwork, and problem solving skills (since those skills are a necessity for the success of any physical activity,                  
game, or sport…at least any that involve more than one person).  

As a whole, first and second grade PE is focused on continuing to build on individual skills and applying                   
them to partner and small group activities (mostly modified and/or lead-up games, a lot of them made up).                  
Cooperation/collaboration problem solving activities are introduced. 
 
Body Awareness 

General space, personal space, boundaries, and spatial awareness (where you are in relation to everything               
else, moving into open space). 
 
Movement 

The importance of movement, locomotor skills (running, hopping, jumping, galloping, skipping, and            
sliding), traveling across objects while maintaining balance (balance beam, plank, stepping stones, etc.), transfer of               
weight/rolling (log roll, egg roll, forward roll), jumping and landing, climbing, chasing, fleeing, and dodging, and                
cutting (moving into open space in order to get open). 
 
Fitness 

Cardio-respiratory endurance, muscular strength, muscular endurance, flexibility, and goal setting (the           
importance of it and how to effectively do it). 
 
Social Skills 

Cooperation, teamwork, effective communication, sportsmanship, and character (what it is and how their             



words and actions affect it). 
 
Eye-hand/Eye-foot Coordination 

throwing (to partner and at targets, stationary and moving), catching (a self toss, a rebound off the wall, and                   
from partners), throwing and catching with implements (cones and scoops), kicking (with instep/laces), punting,              
striking and volleying without implements (using hands, head, thigh, shoulder, foot, etc. with balloons and with                
hands as in foursquare), striking with longer-handled implements (speedminton and whiffle bats), dribbling, passing,              
and shooting with long-handled implement (pillow polo sticks), striking/volleying a ball without an implement              
(hands, as in foursquare), throwing and catching with short-handled implements (scoops), throwing and catching              
with longer-handled implements (mini-lacrosse sticks), and dribbling and shooting a basketball. 
 
Third and Fourth Grade 

We started the year off with cooperation and problem solving activities. In these activities, the group is                 
confronted with a specific scenario or problem to solve (an imaginary sinking ship to escape, a poisonous or toxic                   
swamp to cross, an electric fence to get over, or a minefield to get a blindfolded partner through safely). The focus                     
on these activities is to foster cooperation and encourage dialogue, the ability to listen to someone’s opinion that                  
may differ from yours, and to have fun at the same time!  

These activities helped me get to know the new students and helped all of us to get used to the new                     
groupings (since group dynamics change as students leave the groups as they get older and new students move into                   
the groups from lower grades). The activities, of course, also worked on collaboration, communication, cooperation,               
teamwork, and problem solving skills (since those skills are a necessity for the success of any physical activity,                  
game, or sport…at least any that involve more than one person).  

As a whole, 3rd, and 4th grade PE is focused on continuing to build on individual, partner and team skills                    
and applying them to small and large/whole group activities (some modified and/or lead-up games and some                
traditional).  
 
Body Awareness 

General space, personal space, boundaries, and spatial awareness (where you are in relation to everything               
else, moving into open space). 
 
Movement 

The importance of movement, chasing, fleeing, dodging, moving into open space, and cutting (changing              
direction and/or speed in order to get away from the defense). 
 
Fitness 

Cardio-respiratory endurance, muscular strength, muscular endurance, and goal setting. 
 
Health-related Concepts 

Muscular system (names of major muscle groups and how they work together), cardio-respiratory             
endurance, and the importance of physical activity and its effect on the heart, lungs, bones, and other muscles (other                   
than the heart). 
 
Social Skills 

Cooperation, teamwork, effective communication, problem solving, conflict resolution, sportsmanship, and          
character (what it is and how your actions and words affect it). 
 
Eye-hand/Eye-foot Coordination  

Throwing (to partner and at targets, stationary and moving), catching (rebound off the wall, and from                



partners), throwing and catching a variety of implements (foam hoops, Frisbees, chickens, and footballs), kicking for                
power and/or distance (instep/laces), punting (gator skin ball), dribbling, passing, and shooting a basketball, striking               
with short-handled implements (pickle ball rackets), striking with longer-handled implements (speedminton and            
whiffle bats), dribbling, passing, and shooting with long-handled implement (pillow polo sticks, hockey sticks),              
striking/volleying a ball without an implement (hands, as in foursquare), throwing and catching with short-handled               
implements (scoops), throwing and catching with longer-handled implements (lacrosse sticks). 
 
Fifth and Sixth Grade 

We started the year off with cooperation and problem solving activities. In these activities, the group is                 
confronted with a specific scenario or problem to solve (an imaginary sinking ship to escape, a poisonous or toxic                   
swamp to cross, an electric fence to get over, or a minefield to get a blindfolded partner through safely). The focus                     
on these activities is to foster cooperation and encourage dialogue, the ability to listen to someone’s opinion that                  
may differ from yours, and to have fun at the same time!  

These activities helped me get to know the new students and helped all of us to get used to the new                     
groupings (since group dynamics change as students leave the groups as they get older and new students move into                   
the groups from lower grades). The activities, of course, also worked on collaboration, communication, cooperation,               
teamwork, and problem solving skills (since those skills are a necessity for the success of any physical activity,                  
game, or sport…at least any that involve more than one person).  

In 5th and 6th grade, PE is mostly focused on refining concepts and skills and applying them to a variety of                     
activities and games (some traditional and some non-traditional, some made up). It is also a goal to expose the                   
students to a variety of lifetime activities and sports to aid them in their success in their new schools (a lot of schools                       
require participation on teams) and to hopefully help them find a sport or activity that they enjoy and will want to                     
participate in outside of school now and/or in the future (whether it be on an organized team or just recreational/fun).                    
As stated earlier, it is important for every individual to participate in physical activity throughout their lifespan;                 
interest and enjoyment in physical activity starts now. 
 
Body Awareness 

General space, personal space, boundaries, and spatial awareness (where you are in relation to everything               
else, moving into open space). 
 
Movement  

The importance of movement, chasing, fleeing, dodging, and cutting (changing direction and/or speed in              
order to get away from the defense). 
 
Fitness 

Agility, balance, coordination, power, reaction time, speed, and goal setting. 
 
Health-related Concept 

Muscular strength, muscular endurance, cardio-respiratory endurance, flexibility, body composition,         
muscular system (names of major muscle groups and how they work together), respiratory system, and how physical                 
activity affects these components of fitness and systems. 
 
Social Skills/Concepts: cooperation, teamwork, effective communication, problem solving, conflict resolution,          
sportsmanship, and character (what it is and how your actions and words affect it). 
 
Eye-hand/Eye-foot Coordination  

Throwing (to partner and at targets, stationary and moving), catching (rebound off the wall, and from                
partners), throwing and catching a variety of implements (gator-skin balls of various sizes, basketballs, footballs,               
and foam hoops), throwing at targets (small, large, stationary, moving), kicking for power and/or distance               



(instep/laces), punting (gator skin ball and football), dribbling, passing, and shooting a basketball, striking with               
short-handled implements (pickle ball rackets, speedminton rackets), dribbling, passing, and shooting with            
long-handled implement (pillow polo sticks, hockey sticks, and field hockey sticks), striking/volleying a ball without               
an implement (hands, as in foursquare), throwing and catching with short-handled implements (scoops), throwing              
and catching with longer-handled implements (lacrosse sticks). 
 


